Introduction Introduction
This paper attempts to uncover spatial distribution of This paper attempts to uncover spatial distribution of calcium influx at the motor nerve terminal of the adult frog calcium influx at the motor nerve terminal of the adult frog --specifically, it argues for relatively few calcium channels in t specifically, it argues for relatively few calcium channels in the he active zones of the terminal, and for a low probability of a giv active zones of the terminal, and for a low probability of a given en channel opening channel opening
Topics to be covered in this presentation: Topics to be covered in this presentation: we know the general location and purpose we know the general location and purpose of calcium channels in the motor nerve of calcium channels in the motor nerve terminal terminal we don we don ' ' t know the spatial distribution of t know the spatial distribution of the channels, or their probabilities of the channels, or their probabilities of opening from an action potential opening from an action potential the materials and methods of the study the materials and methods of the study were crafted to obtain this information were crafted to obtain this information We can' 't currently see calcium entry at a higher t currently see calcium entry at a higher resolution; we have to infer at pixel resolution resolution; we have to infer at pixel resolution Four possibilities considered in this paper: Four possibilities considered in this paper: --a) few calcium channels with low probability of opening a) few calcium channels with low probability of opening --b) few calcium channels with high probability of opening b) few calcium channels with high probability of opening --c) many calcium channels with low probability of opening c) many calcium channels with low probability of opening --d) many calcium channels with high probability of opening d) many calcium channels with high probability of opening
The experiments and detailed analysis suggest that at The experiments and detailed analysis suggest that at the frog NMJ there are few channels with low probability the frog NMJ there are few channels with low probability of opening (a) of opening (a) Variability between trials Variability between trials before we do any experimental manipulations, before we do any experimental manipulations, lets look at some raw data lets look at some raw data recordings at the same location over multiple recordings at the same location over multiple trials trials this data argues against possibilities b) and d) this data argues against possibilities b) and d)
Experimental Manipulations Experimental Manipulations
Add Add ω ω--CgTx CgTx ( (Conotoxin Conotoxin) to block some of the voltage ) to block some of the voltage--gated calcium channels gated calcium channels channel blockage by channel blockage by conotoxin conotoxin is irreversible is irreversible conotoxin conotoxin added in added in submaximal submaximal concentration so not all concentration so not all channels are blocked channels are blocked the data suggests a small number of channels with low the data suggests a small number of channels with low probability of opening probability of opening Is a graded change in intensity Is a graded change in intensity detectable? detectable?
it was argued that there must be few calcium it was argued that there must be few calcium channels since we observed an all channels since we observed an all --or or --none none change instead of a graded change in pixel change instead of a graded change in pixel intensity intensity how do we know that a graded change is how do we know that a graded change is detectable at all? There could be a problem with detectable at all? There could be a problem with the methods the methods need to verify that a graded change is need to verify that a graded change is detectable detectable to broaden the to broaden the presynaptic presynaptic action potential action potential conclude: the experimental setup conclude: the experimental setup can detect graded change in can detect graded change in intensity, both positive and intensity, both positive and negative negative again, the data suggests a small again, the data suggests a small number of channels with low number of channels with low probability of opening probability of opening Where does modeling fit in? Where does modeling fit in?
Can we use mathematical techniques to Can we use mathematical techniques to further the case for few channels and low further the case for few channels and low probability? probability? Statistical Statistical analysis analysis n = the number of calcium channels that n = the number of calcium channels that lie within a pixel (~6 lie within a pixel (~6 --50) 50) p = the average probability of any given p = the average probability of any given channel opening during a trial (possible channel opening during a trial (possible range unknown) range unknown) what combination of n and p would what combination of n and p would reproduce the experimental results? reproduce the experimental results? r = number of channels that open in a trial r = number of channels that open in a trial r = expected value for r r = expected value for r p p 0 0 = probability of failure = probability of failure
